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privacy policy.× for other purposes, see The Witch (disambiguation). Illustration of the Lancashire Witch, by William Harrison Ainsworth, John Gilbert (1854). Hans Baldung's painting Deux sorci'res, depicting two accompanied by a young demon and a goat, under a sky where there is a black and red buzz. The Witch (male: sorcerer) is a man who practices witchcraft. While the
typical image of a sorcerer or witch is very changeable depending on each culture, in the popular connivance of the Western world the representation of a witch is strongly associated today with the image of a woman with the ability to fly, mounted on a broomstick, as well as with Akelarra (place of witches) and with a witch hunt (search and identification of sorcerers and witches).
The sorcerer is associated with a seer or clairvoyant, others associate him with a shaman (who is a specialist in communication with the forces of nature and with the deceased), while others associate him with a tribe sorcerer, more focused on the healing of the sick body and soul, etc. Etymology in Latin, witches have been named maleficae (the only maleficent), a term that has
been used to refer to them in Europe throughout the Middle Ages and much of the modern era. The terms are roughly equivalent in other languages, though with different connotations, are the English witch, the Italian straight, the German hexe and the French sorkier. This last word, female deafness, comes from the Latin vulgar sortiaryus (which literally means happy goner or
happy horn) and from the classic Latin sorators, sorting (which first pointed to the procedure of clairvoyance, and then meant fate or luck). The Spanish word witch has a dubious etymology, perhaps pre-Roman, of the same origin as the Portuguese and Galician Brooks and the Catalan bar. The first documented appearance of the word in its brooks form dates back to the end of
the 13th century. In 1396, the word broxa was found in Aragones, in the Orditions and Paracia Barbastro. Carmelo Leeson Tolosana believes that the origin of this word can be found in the Iberian region. In Gascugna and Bern it was also common to use an etymologically related word, brouche. It should be noted that The Languedoc and the crown of Aragon were culturally
closely related areas. The English term witch has a more controversial origin, although it may have come from a radical vic of both Celtic and German origin. In the Basque Country and Navarre, the term sorgin (/sorgu'n/ was also used in its pronunciation in Spanish) and in Galicia the term voice meig. The distinction between witch and witch Spanish anthropologist Julio Caro
Baroha suggests distinguishing between witches and sorceris. The former would have developed their activities in predominantly rural areas and would have been the main victims of witch hunts in the 1450s and 1750s. Instead, the city would have performed scenes known from classical antiquity. As an example of the first Caro Baroha cites the sorgina of Basque witchcraft, and
the second - the character of La Celestina Fernando de Rojas. From the latter he says that although the author has drawn his magnificent character, taking elements of Latin literature, Ovid, Horace, etc. his traits coincide with those listed in the processes erected in the Castile sorceresses of the Inquisitor courts. Carmelo Leeson Tolosana also distinguishes between a witch and a
witch, but according to a Spanish anthropologist, the difference is based on their relationship with hidden and evil power, with demonic power. The sorceress invokes and uses demonic power to fulfill her spells, while the witch covenants with Satan, renounces her faith, and worships the devil. The source of the hidden power is not currently the power of words nor the call to the
devil nor the magic of the ceremony, but it comes from the personal and voluntary devil worship of the erotic and apostasy witch; his power is vicar, but diabolical, acquired through explicit, personal and direct covenants with Satan himself at night conciliatory and destructive, who declares the shaba oval . The transition from witch to this satanic witch, the eleric witch, as Carmelo
Leeson also calls her, took place in Europe during the last two centuries of the Middle Ages. Carmelo Leeson also disagrees with Caro Baroha on the consideration of Celestina's character, because for him it is a hybrid between a witch and a witch. Celestina, says Carmelo Leeson, lives surrounded by veto ointments and magical formulas whose power resided in the power of
language, but can also fire a terrible dart of curse, works with night forces, conjures and forces of Satan himself. I, Celestina, your most famous client, conjure you by virtue of fuer'a destas vermejas letras; the blood of this night's aue, with which they are inscribed; Because of the free names and signs that are contained herein; rough ponnya beur that this azeyte was made with
which I see this yarn: come without obey my will... If you don't do it with fast traffic, tender me for enemy capital; I will restore your sad prison with light; I will brutally accuse your continued lies; I'm going to insist on your horrible name with my harsh words. Again, I conjure you up. And I assi trusting my great power, I go there with my yarn, where I believe you've scrambled
according to Carmelo Leeson , the sorceress shows the bastard character of Celestin, a sex breed pimp, as a result of a dark between a witch and a witch. Even if the devil's client is well aware that he knows his art, he knows and knows how to read omens and activates the inner strength of liquids, yarns and words in his project. Moreover, to ensure success, he agrees with
Satan, but, mind you, arrogant and elotic, demanding and threatening pact, in a covenant between equals, that is, between two tergic agents as powerful as evil. On the other hand, in most languages, different terms are used to refer to witchcraft (in which there is no diabolical pact) and witchcraft (in which it exists), with the exception of French, in which there is only sorcellari for
both. In English there is witchcraft and witchcraft, in Portuguese feitiaria and bruxaria, in Italian fattucchieria and stregoneria, in German it is called Kunts/Sauberei and Hexerei. History See also: The Antiquity of witchcraft charles Andre van Loo, Mademoiselle Cleron in Med, 1760. Medea emerges from the cloud, carried a stylus and torch, and with a snake at his feet. Beneath it,
Jason, in front of the corpse of his two children, is about to draw his sword. Witches are rare in the Bible and condemned by Moses. However, Saul is mentioned in consultation with a witch in En-Dora, so that he can talk to Samuel already dead. It is difficult to realize a more or less accurate view of witchcraft in ancient times. Of course, at the time he was rebuked or at least feared
by large parts of the population, and even banned. Pliny the Elder refers to the prohibition of his Rome law XII Tables of about 450 g. AND on its part Lex Cornelia banned her practice, and sentenced to death those that were given to witchcraft procedures: Les devins, les enchanteurs et ceux qui qui usage de la sorcellerie' de mauvaises fins, ceux qui 'voquent les de'mons,
quileversent les 'l'ments, quileves. Lex Cornelia quotes Oduar Bracey. Spanish translation of the quote: fortune tellers, sorcerers and those who use witchcraft for evil purposes, those who cause demons, those who try to get confused with perseverance and violence, those who, to cause harm, use images of wax, will be punished with death. And Cayo Mehenas advised Augustus
to reject adherents of foreign religions. C'est d'eux que naissent la conspiracy et les soci't't'es, dangereuses pour r'gne d'un monarque. Spanish translation quote: It is theirs that conspiracies and secret societies arise, very dangerous for the monarch's kingdom. However, numerous references (especially literary) indicate the continuation of the practice of witchcraft in antiquity. It
was the goddess Hekate, who then led witchcraft and enchantment, and some regions and certain places were considered points of passage into the hellish world, and were associated with such areas as: swamps, lakes, cemeteries, forests. Thus, the Tessalian fertile meadow with several watercourses will resemble the region of origin of witches in Greece; Lucius Apuleio calls it
the birthplace of magical art, and many of the characters mentioned in the literature have this origin. Eisto, a witch from Thessaloniki, an important character from the book VI Farsalia Marco Anneo Lucano. This epic tells the story of the Battle of Farsalia, which took place at 48 am. C. in Thessaloniki, the Sixth Pompeii meets this witch, and asks what the result of the war will be.
And then Erito forces the dead man to talk so that he can reveal the fate of the battle. This witch lives in the middle of the tombs, and from this position she can hear what is happening in hell; By the way, she's thin and ugly, and her hair, scrambled on her head, looks like a snake. It only comes out at night or during a storm. Pamfile is a character in Lucius Apuleio's Film Golden
Donkey (Metamorphosis), as well as the one found in Thessaly. Work evokes the spirits of the dead; it captures all the young people she sees, turning them into stones or animals if they resist. Colchis, now Georgia, is the birthplace of Medea, which knows the enchantment, aphrodisiacs and rites of Hekat, and which is even able to train the dragon. In Esquilin, one of the seven
hills of Rome where before the Empire there was a cemetery of the poor, the quintet Horace Flaco summoned the witch Kanidia, expressing that with other witches as pale as her, they scanned the pits, and there they fled with blood from the dead and talked to them. Trois femmes et trois loups, watercolor by Eugenie Grasset, circa 1900. The Middle Ages and Renaissance
Beginning of persecution In the early Middle Ages Of Claude I, king of the Franks from 481 to 511, unveiled the so-called Lex Salica, condemning witches to pay large fines. As for Charlemagne, his code of laws, established between 780 and 782 years, provided for imprisonment for devotees of witchcraft. In parallel with these repressions, a whole literature of the Inquisition
(about two thousand scriptures) was developed, condemning the evil forces of witches; and these titles include, among many others: Le Marteau des sorci'res, the first pocket book; De la demonomanier de sorcerers de Jean Bodin; Discours ex'crable de sorcerers de God. But it was in 1326, through the pontifical bull of Pope John XXII, that the aggravation of the persecution of
witches really begins, which lasted about four centuries. Nous apprenons avec douleur l'iniquite de plusieurs hommes, cretiens seulement de nom. Ils traitent avec la mort et pactisent avec l'enfer, car ils sacrifient aux d'mons. We are painfully aware of the apparent inequality of many people who are Christians only by name, as they deal with death, accept hell, and sacrifice
demons. Claude Seignolle states that the trials and executions are due to witchcraft, especially against women. Satan eut ses pr'tres : ce furent les sorciers. Il eut surtout ses pr'tresses : les sorci'res; et c'est encore par une cons'quence de la plus unapologetic logique que, les hommes 'tant seuls admis au service du Seigneur, les femmes, qui en 'taient exclues, all rent en plus
grand name vers are a rival of the unknown, qui les accueillait de pr'rence. Ond dit qu'il y avait mille sorci'res pour un witch; c'est l' une exag'ration manifeste, mais il est certain que la proportion des femmes, dans la foule qui se pressait ' l'adoration du Bouc, l'emportait beaucoup sur celle des hommes. Satan had his own priests who were sorcerers. And the king of hell also had his
priestesses, who were witches. But as a result of the fact that only men were accepted to serve the Lord, the women excluded from it were more attracted to their dark rival, who eventually welcomed them preferably and in greater numbers. It was even said that there were a thousand witches for every sorcerer; obviously, this statement was a clear exaggeration, but certainly the
proportion of women in the crowd who worked on the worship of the goat far exceeded the proportion of men. The stereotype of the witch has been present since the trials of the 1420s and 1430s and has existed for more than two centuries, although in the middle of the fifteenth century it is clear that it has not yet been clearly defined and developed. It was the trials and the free
tradition that confirmed and detailed this stereotype. And in the course of these processes against witches and wizards, beliefs and myths were created and united. Hesitant to issue a decree on the reality of witchcraft, the Catholic Church of the 15th century decided to publish the Apostolic Bull Summis desiderantes affectibus in 1484, and then the demonological guide, Malleus
maleficarum (Latin expression meaning Hammer of witches), written by two Sunday inquisitors, Heinrich Kramer and Jacob Sprenger. Scene from the Inquisition : Witches at the stake. Medieval engraving. The impact of this work on the witch hunt is quite discussed. Hammer Witch's interest is to synthesize different beliefs about witches who are represented there in a well-
structured and complete treaty or compendium format, thereby providing theological support for ideals and ideas that should thus have been encouraged. However, the letter, although widely circulated at the time, clearly did not lead to an immediate increase in the number of trials, although it may well have seen in itself information about crimes of witchcraft. Some 30,000 copies
of the manual were put into circulation before its last publication in 1669, and several other treatises on witches and witchcraft were published in parallel. In 1563, Jean Vier, a physician at the Court of the Duchy of Cleveries, eager to soften and temper the first persecution, claimed that he viewed witches as mere lost spirits, which Michel de Montaigne shared and confirmed in the
re-editing of his essay in 1588 (there is a recommended treatment of these women as insanely affected, exposing them to treatment with helleborus). Witch executions were legitimized by confessions that the Inquisitors snatched from them, often under torture, or by deceiving and misleading the accused with false promises. And Jean Bodin supported and justified these abuses:
C'est chose vertueuse, n'cessaire et louable, deceitful afin de sover la vi de innocent people, et il est condamnable de dire la v'rit qui pourrait d'truire (in Spanish: It is a virtuous, necessary and laudable thing, to lie and deceive to come to the truth and save the lives of innocent people, and it is not worthy of condemnation. At first, only the Church developed and led by the people,
the processes of witchcraft were then ordered out of the pits. In 1599, King Yui I of England showed how to prove guilt in a misdemeanor, stabbing her or throwing her into the water: if she was stabbed and not bleeding, the muzzle was found guilty of witchcraft; for her part, if a woman was thrown into the water and she did not drown, it was also interpreted as a sign that the
indagada was a witch. Days of Great Pursuit Home article: Witch Hunt Les sabbats des sorci'res (Saturday Witches). Les sabbats des sorci'res (Saturday witches). Different scenes of witchcraft. Since the Middle Ages are generally associated with witches and witchcraft, and this is not arbitrary, it is not surprising that the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were those who
suffered from the most terrible and numerous persecutions. Previously, sorcerers were considered both men and women, but with the new time, witchcraft processes were almost exclusively against women. Paroxysm or collective madness arose when civil courts supplanted the Church's monopoly on anything related to witchcraft. Witch hunt met two High: the first between 1480
and 1520, and the second between 1560 and 1650. However, it should be clarified that the stereotypical image of witches gradually formed between the 1400s and 1450s, and that the last persecutions and recent processes were just completed in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Historians and researchers today calculated that the number of victims ranged from 50,000 to
100,000, counting both those sentenced to the stake by the Inquisition courts and those convicted of the Reformation. Obviously, we are referring to the large number of people affected in proportion to the European population of that time. It is estimated that about 80 per cent of those prisoners sentenced to death were women. The remaining 20% were men, most of whom were
listed as itinerant (poor and vagrants, nomads, Jews and homosexuals). These women, who were accused and convicted (and in some cases their offspring, especially in the case of girls), often belonged to popular classes, and among them only a minority could be classified as mentally ill or as real criminals (as was the case, for example, with Catherine Deschayes during the
reign of Louis XIV, guilty of murder). Most of the convicts in those days were of all ages and conditions, as well as various religious denominations, often midwives or healers, since the remedies of the latter were based on traditional pharmacopeia consisting of brevajes, as well as infusions or decoctions of roots and herbs, that is, what is known as herbal medicine. The population
of that time, essentially rural, had no other means to try to treat some evil than to resort to these original procedures, which, of course, given the more educated people gave to think about magic and witchcraft. A horrible and ruthless way to find out for sure is whether a female witch witch has been throwing her into the water with her hands and feet tied in order to make swimming
difficult. As in theory, the witch was lighter than water, if she swam and did not drown, she was quickly rescued and burned alive, where, if a woman drowned, on the contrary, it was proof that she died innocent. Hans Peter Durr, professor of ethnology of German origin, in his work Nudite et pudeur: Le mythe du processus de civilisation, believes that this practice, so shocking in
the exhibition and cruelty that it caused, fortunately, little used. However, some texts and drawings reflect that the aforementioned procedure was used for at least several decades in the Middle Ages. Privileged women tend to avoid such accusations and prosecutions, even if the scandal splattered on an important character in the Court, but it was not the situation in the so-called
poison case, the episode that occurred in between 1670 and 1682, and which are associated with the indictment and death of several dozen people. For her part, Catherine de Medici did not hesitate to use such persecutions and processes to eliminate some politically irritating characters, on the occasion of the implementation of consistent regency on behalf of their younger
children, between 1559 and 1574. Belief in witch-witch processes has really begun to question more or less widespread since the late 17th century. German pastor Anton Praetorius of the reformed church of John Calvin, published in 1602 a book on the in-depth study of witchcraft and witches (De l'thetude approfondie de la sorcellerie et des sorciers, von Sawberi and Sauberern
Grundlichericht Ber), in which he was expressed against witch hunts and against torture. In France, Louis XIV commuted the executions to lifelong exiles, and in the United States, the judge and jury of Massachusetts responsible for the so-called Salem Trial (1692-1693) signed a public repentance in which they rejected the following terms: We recognize that we have not been
able to understand or confront the mysterious hallucinations of the authorities of darkness (...). We fear that we have contributed to others, albeit out of ignorance and without the intention, to bear and this people of God, the responsibility of innocent blood (...). We express our deep feeling and sorrow at our mistakes (...) for which we are distressed and restless in our mood (...).
We ask for forgiveness from the bottom of our hearts, for whom we have been unfairly offended, and we declare, according to our present conscience, that for no reason in the world will any of us ever do so again for such reasons. In England, the anti-witchcraft law was finally abolished in 1736, which, unfortunately, did not prevent the last English witch from hanging in 1808. The
last convicts burned in Europe date back to the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, such as Anna Goldin in 1782 in the canton of Glaris in Protestant Switzerland, or, for example, convicted in 1793 in Poland. As for France, or rather, in Bornul, on July 28, 1826, peasants burned a woman accused of witchcraft, and in 1856 threw in an oven in the commune of Kamals.
While the term genocide may not be the most appropriate to apply to the situation here, many feminists today define this horrible whipped-against-witch as a crime against humanity, while others recognize that unjustified persecution and execution on suspicion of witchcraft is a perfect approach or assimilated with what happened in 20th century Armenians in Turkey, or what
happened to Jews in Germany and in Image 1 Image 2 Image 3 Image 1 - Woman accused of witchcraft, 19th century French engraving depicting a woman holding hands with scales tied to her ankles; three judges stand in front of her and interrogate her. Image 2 - Scene of the Witch Trial in Salem, William A. Craft, 1876. Between the crowd and the judge, a child lying on the
ground suffers from seizures; The lawyer points to this as evidence of witchcraft. Image 3 - Various medieval pleas, a German engraving of 1508, which give examples of hanging, beheading, cut hand, severed ear, pounding eye, campfire. The Holy Inquisition against witches in New Spain Since the establishment of the Viceroy in Mexico, the Holy Inquisition has made an
appearance in the territory. It is known that two types of inquisitive organizations operated until 1571; the first was organized by evangelicals who accompanied the invading forces, and the second is known as ordinary led by bishops. It is until 1571 that the Inquisitorial Court in New Spain is formed, with a jurisprudence of 3,000,000 km2. In addition, by royal decree, the Holy Office
cannot blame or act against indigenous peoples, which very well defines the sphere of activity of the body. Unlike the European witches who carry a state of evil and destructive, novohispanas represent a figure of construction and concern for the disparate and inhospitable reality that life means in American soil. Generally, the women accused of magic were those who were
responsible for erotic magic, which was nothing more than a union of two people who would not be able, moreover, almost all of them were Spanish, Creole, semi-divorced or mulatto to a lesser extent, and usually one or with questionable social status. Another type of position, such as a healer, is generally not pursued, since the Inquisition itself is prohibited as indigenous
peoples. The punishments were not as severe as the bonfire, but usually consisted of 200 fzotes, expulsion or some financial warnings. Modern Times Examples of Witches in Heraldry: Coat of Support, SpainScudo Talaante, ChileScudo Escasu, Costa Rica One of the first to rehabilitate witches was Jules Michele, who dedicated the book to them in 1862. The author wanted to
develop in this writing an anthem to women, benefactors and at the same time the victim (hymn la femme, bienfaisante et victime). Michele decided to present the witch as a rebel and a revolutionary, at the same time as a victim, and thus rehabilitated or tried to rehabilitate the image of a witch at a time when she was almost completely overshadowed and subjugated to the devil.
In the book quoted, Michele directly accused the Church of orchestrating a witch hunt not only in the Middle Ages, also in the perspective of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Unsurprisingly, at the time there were resistances and difficulties in completing the editing of this letter, which naturally caused a scandal. Michele defended and supported his work, claiming that his
book had collected a story rather than a fictional novel. But in his inner field and, despite the positive ideas of this author, he never recognized the right of women to emancipation. It was necessary to wait for the emergence of feminist movements of the 1970s, so that this issue was clearly raised in a more modern and positive way. Indeed, the representatives of these movements
then seized the flag of emancipation and stated that the issue was a symbol and emblem of their fighting. It can be noted, for example, by the magazine Bruhas by Javier Ghothier, where the subversive practice of feminist movements was presented in a correct and detailed way. The novelty and turning point in these matters occurred in the early 20th century, when Egyptologist
Margaret Murray stated in The Witch-Cult in Western Europe (Oxford, 1921) that the descriptions and statements of the defendants for witchcraft referred to real rites, such as what was then called witchcraft associated with a very ancient religion, a pre-Christian fertility cult, which the curious judges listed as diabolical perversion. For such statements, Margaret Murray was inspired
by James George Fraser's thesis on the Golden Branch (1911). Although almost all historians of witches and witchcraft now believe that Murray's works were unsturan scientific and based on the voluntary manipulation of documents, at the beginning of the last century this thesis had great distribution and consequences, and even to the researcher Murray he himself entrusted the
writing of the article Witchcraft in the encyclopedia Britannica. The witches are presented from a relatively more favorable and less dangerous point of view than before in many fictional works circulating today, and Vikki's members and adherents today present them as heirs to a cult and culture where witches of that time would have been decorated at the time. Dedication of a
recorded witch entitled Essays series Los Capricos (1799) by Francisco de Goya. The imposing figure of Satan, like a goat, watches a young witch who practices her first experiments, hanging in the air a man who seems frightened; At the foot of the buco appears a pot of those mentioned in the machine of faith Logrogno 1610 (Carmelo Leeson, p. 257) Spanish anthropologist
Carmelo Leeson Tolosana chooses the case of the witches of zugarramurdi as an example to explain the beginning of witchcraft after the process of relations published in Logro'o in early 1611, a few months after the self-belief in which six witches and sorcerers were burned alive. According to these relationships, the initiation of witchcraft begins very early. A witch teacher takes
children under the age of five out of their beds at night while their parents sleep and fly them to the coven. If they told what they saw every night, they were beaten by teachers. One of their occupations was keeping toads from which witches received ointments that, among other things, forced them to fly. Basically, they are not forced to renounce their faith because they are too
small, so they are simply presented to the devil, but when they turn six years old, the master witch convinces them to abandon Christ through the cures and promises of fantastic things. The apostasy ceremony begins a couple of hours before the Covenant, when the teacher witch awakens the newcomer, binds him to the water hedionda and verdinegra, obtained from toads,
legs, siens, breasts and parts of cannda, and transports it through the air. When they arrive, the demon, sitting on a throne with a figure between a man and a goat, waits for them - big, horrible eyes; goat's beard; corvacing his hands like the claws of birds of prey; a crown with small horns and a very large horn coming out of her forehead, which illuminates the collection of
sorcerers and witches, whom the witch teacher introduces to his disciple with the phrase: Lord, I will bring you and introduced you. An engraving by Francesco Maria Guazzo Compendium maleficarum (1608), showing the osculum of the infamous witch to the devil in the form of a goat. Then a boy or girl on her knees repeats the fight that the devil is saying. He denies God, Our
Lady, all saints, baptism and confirmation as crismas, his godparents and fathers, faith and all Christians, a theological formula that reproduces in investment a rite that is a parody. Having accepted Satan as his new god and master that he would lead him to heaven, a new sorcerer or witch performs his first act of ritual worship, kissing his left hand, then in his mouth and chest,
over his heart, and in the shameful parts; Then the demon gets on the left side, lifts up the tail that looks like donkeys and discovers that the ugly, dirty and smelly part gives him a kiss neophyte, which does it punctually. Satisfied the new lord of the infamous osculus makes a mark with the fingernail of his left hand somewhere in his body, a sign that will last him forever and that at
least for a month will cause him pain; he also notes it on the girl in his eyes, leaving on him a printed toad figure, a sign that will help him meet other members of the sect. Then they send him to laziness and dance with other young sorcerers to the sound of drum and flute. But they are not yet entirely witches or witches. new powers that they received obliged to perform evil, led by
their master witch. Only in time do these sorcerers and petty witches gain the dignity of being able to make Ponsias for themselves through a blessing with the left hand made by the devil in the cow. He then hands him the dressed toads he gave to his teacher when they are away from Christ, and since then they will be able to get from them the water hedionda with which they
must be distributed to fly in the coven and dust and ponzo'as to kill people and livestock and destroy fruits and crops. From now on they will not have the need for sponsors or teachers, they will go alone to night meetings and will be admitted to great secrets and vices. They are already sorcerers and full members of the sect; they will enjoy direct, personal and mutual interaction
with their god and master. When they unite to fly, they read a phrase, I merge with the devil, which, among other things, prevents them from seeing the Communion at the altar: the Lord, on your behalf to me; from now on I must be the same with you, I must be a demon of sorcerers and witches do not reach all the same position of neither identical rank and prestige nor do they
perform in conciliatory and evil night walks of the same task. [...] A cohort of older sorcerers who act as an advisory body always accompanies and surrounds a demon that also carries half a dozen small devils around him. These are serious sorcerers, specialists in specific evil minesters, with extensive perverted experience of witchcraft, from which the devil received great
satisfaction. Keepers of the doctrine and standards of the sect bring it to newcomers as teachers. The practice is attributed to the Magic Circle, John William Waterhouse.In desert landscape, the woman in front of her cauldron draws around her smoldering circle. Covenant with the Devil Home article: Covenant with the devil at the end of the fifteenth century, many educated
Europeans believed that witches exist and that they usually practice diabolical activities such as black magic or evil eye. At that time, these people believed that all or almost all witches had made a clear personal covenant with the devil, and that this covenant or personal agreement with Satan himself gave the witch in question the right to develop curses, allowing it to enter the
service of evil. Thus, the witches apparently rejected the Christian faith in the totem, and as a result they were renamed by Satan himself as a symbol of submission. After this ceremony, the devil pasted a sign (stigma) on the renamed witch; this belief was widespread in the dominant and cultivated classes of the aforementioned era, even with much greater power than in the
lower classes. Indeed, popular classes then tended to focus or focus on witches cause harm and harm, much more than about their possible association or alliance with evil. At the moment it should be noted that the covenant with the devil is a rather ancient concept or concept, the origin of which dates back to the Middle Ages. Thanks to this covenant or agreement, both parties
were not able to abide by a kind of legal treaty that forced the devil to supply wealth and authority to a witch who promised submission in return and promised to surrender her soul after his death. The question of night flights, possible transformation into an animal and encounters with a supernatural figure (goat) was also an early part of what we might call witch beliefs. On the
contrary, the connection between witches and evil, crime and sexuality was a somewhat later demonological theory that gradually unraveled in the mail of the sixteenth century. The ingredients of the Sabbath (the denomination itself and its description) included organized cult devotees and demons named Diana, Erodiade and Lucifer. The presence of these in semi-animal form,
the desecration of ordinances, were ideas and beliefs developed under the influence of theologians and inquisitors from the mid-13th century to the mid-15th century, and spread through treatises of demonology, such as Malleus maleficarum, or as sermons of San Bernardino de Siena , then confirmed by laymen-members of the courts or parliaments. Accused of witchcraft at that
time were forced to subscribe or ratify under torture or psychological pressure this framework of beliefs and the state of affairs and their confessions thus confirmed, in the opinion of many, the veracity of the reported facts and the existence of the hidden forces mentioned, thereby contributing to the dissemination of these assumptions. Saturday Witch Saturday, 1909 engravings.
The main article: Aquelarre Term Vacation is a strain of Sabasius, that is, Bacchus, comes from the word Sabazzia, that is Dionysian mysteries of Thrace. These celebrations were organized in honor of the God of the Coulold of fertility and nature (embodied by Dionysus, Pan, Lugol or Lugol, Chernounnos or Mithras). Celebrations were accompanied by libations, dances and
sexual to stimulate the fruitfulness of the land. It was from the Middle Ages, and by the reaction of the Catholic Church, that this Cuckold God began to be considered the devil himself, calling him Satan or Lucifer, and that, in turn, the ecclesiastical was once again baptized as Verbuk. And it was the response to the repression and persecution of the Catholic Church that, according
to Jules Michele's analysis, that pagan Sabbath was replaced and converted into a black mass. It was believed that witches meet at night in places develop their magical rites. And the places these surprises chose to practice this art were not the result of the randomness or whim of one of the participants. Indeed, holiday destinations were generally far from populated areas, on a
mountain or deep in the jungle, in very diverse conditions, allowing for well-designed and rites. And the participants of these magical ceremonies achieved the expected results, for the power they had been given and for the memory they had evoked. Sabbaths are 8 years old, and they are associated with natural changes in the Earth during the year, solstice and equinoxes. They
have a graphic representation, thanks to the diary of the English medium and the thinker Sarah Stuart Watson, who in 1820 revealed that 8 magical symbols were revealed to him to give them peace when the time comes to change thoughts in humanity. This diary went through many hands for almost a century until it was found in an antique member of the English Cove, a
practitioner of the Gardner Vicki, who gave it to Covenant leader Gerald Gardner. It wasn't until the twentieth century that thanks to the book Ofcano written by Patricia Crowther, The Lead Boiler; this information will become known by calling the characters Run. Later, the same writer added five more runs, extending the witch to 13. Mainly as a symbol of the power of the moon
and as a symbol of the number of witches of the komen. Halloween Night Home article: Halloween pumpkins, a decorative motif typical of Halloween celebrations. The Halloween festival, like ten centuries ago, was held coinciding with the Celtic New Year, and was a pagan holiday, which compared to our calendar was celebrated on November 1. It was an important holiday in The
Celtic Countries, because it was a celebration of Samhain, the god of Death. At that time it was believed that on the night before November 1, the spirits of the dead appeared and mingled with the living, as well as with all the spirits of sacred places, with working dwarves and dark dwarves, dwarves, lutins, as well as with the blackest demons coming out of hell. This was in order
to conjure up and ward off these sortilegios that the ancients had a habit of making big bonfires, and with them dance, laugh, scream to overcome their own fears. It was believed that during these special nights the witches saddled their brooms, made of retema wood and with ointment, consisting of various and specific plants. In the second century AD, Lucius Apuleo counts in the
work of the Golden Donkey, as a witch named Pamfil rushed to fly on Saturday: She opened a certain office, and from there took off a few boxes. Looking then at the label of one of them and removing from ointment, rubbed hands all over the body for a considerable time, thereby covering yourself with that oil from the tip of the foot to the hair. Witches flying to Bruges, a tree
engraved by Hans Baldung. Witches had to meet regularly to surrender to numerous profanity and other evil games. The named had to quickly go to the meeting places, which were usually chosen in secluded places; and there was widespread speculation that witches used the power of the devil to move fast. In short, the witches flew, either let therself be held by a gust of wind, or
traveled in space and time for one effect of their magical powers. In some special cases, witches used magic ointment to be able to fly. But the most common view was that witches used a broom to fly back and forth. It was also recognized that they relied on magical animals to move with them or on them, or that the devil himself directly transported them. In popular culture,
broomsticks were and are an attribute of women's activities, and their use of witches naturally led to the idea that they were much more numerous than sorcerers. Witches usually flew at night, often with a full moon, as both the moon and the witch were related to each other. This idea may have traced back to Diana's cult. Believers of the goddess Diana, the Roman deity of the
Moon, believed that some women could fly in the evenings of the plenul moon when Diana was present, and this ability developed her with a ointment-based drug. According to some experts, the ointment was prepared by mixing chiosyamus, belladonna, mandrake, hemlock, water lily, as well as the addition of a narcotic substance. Soon the women, smearing the bodies of this
ointment, entered the trance, giving the impression that they were transported on Saturday, and from this story comes exactly the legend of the magic ointment. When the witch broom was also smeared with this product, it could reach the intimate parts of witches, which naturally had special effects such as hallucinations and orgasms. Bestiary and Metamorphosis Witch See also:
The Witches of the Family Spirit lived surrounded by their beloved animals, who served them, providing certain and certain magical means. These animals (black cat, crow, toad, spider, rat, hare) had in common with their host feared and disliked the creature, as in many ways they were a faithful reflection of the witch herself. Paul Sabillo noted that the witch who went on Saturday
can be recognized because she always had a little toad on the white part of her eye or on the pupil, or at the crease of the ear. In addition, these creatures the ability to metamorphosis, which in many cases allowed them to more easily commit their misdeeds without being recognized. In the form of a hare, witches had a habit of meeting in Congress, and the speed offered to them
by this form allowed them to escape from possible pursuers. The big ears of these animals were also precious help to spy from afar without being perceived; and the hare's leg was seen as a kind of amulet and proof that the witch had become a decoy, and therefore devoid of her strength. The owl is often also associated with witches because it is a nocturnal animal, with big eyes
to spy on, and able to radiate chilling cries, foreshadowing horrific events. These animals served as a company of witches who usually lived alone and without a known family, or ingredients for concoctions and potions. File de couleur de mare dans le Shodron yus et cuis eil de salamander, orteil de grenouille, poil de chauvet-souris et langue de Chien Langue fourchue de vip're,
dard de reptile aveugle, patte de lesard, aile de hibou pour faire un charme puissant et bouillez et cumez comme une soupe enfer. Witches and children claimed that witches cooked cannibalistic dishes with children or used the corpses of children to prepare their powders and magic ointments. And, as it was thought at the time, witches had the opportunity to pass on the art of
magic from generation to generation. In addition, the chances of children in witch hunts were important and even decisive. It was also assumed that the most important bonfires were always accompanied by strange phenomena on a large scale, which in one way or another concerned young children. Witch children stood out all over Europe, and the mother's condemnation of
witchcraft caused suspicions to fall on all her offspring. In addition, it is easier to displace children than adults during trials, as they are easier to pressure and confuse. In Russia, Poland and the Czech Republic, according to legends, night witches called notchnitsa spent the night in the rooms of infants to pinch, bite and even suck blood on them, but if in this situation an adult
intervened, the named disappeared as magic. Collective hysteria What has happened in the past with the so-called witch hunt and witch beliefs, in short, can be defined as a kind of collective hysteria or collective schizophrenia. Polish-American thinker Alfred Korzybski said: The excess of incorrectly digested information makes us predict a kind of world-class schizophrenia.
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